Module 1 - Espresso Italiano Tasting (license course)
Thursady, 25th October 2018, 10.30 am – 6 pm
Making a perfect espresso is not a simple task.
A large number of variables has to be kept under control: the coffee blend, the coffee grinder, the
espresso machine and the barista’s hand of course.
Every single variable will influence the final result and the judgment on the quality of the espresso
in the cup is up to the taster.
Learn how to distinguish good espresso from poor one and how to get a precise sensory profile of
the cup in front of you.
Theory includes:
• espresso tasting: aims, enviromental and psychological conditions of tasting;
• the judgment of the sense organs: the aspect, the aromatic profile, the taste;
• the tasting card: what it is and how to use it;
• the geography of coffee production and of its consumption, the coffee growing, the coffee
manufacture, the roasting and its chemical and organoleptical transformations, packaging
methods and their influence on the conservation of aromas, the blend and its influence on
the final cup;
• the coffee grinder and the espresso machine: different types, how to choose the machinery,
how to use it to get always a perfect espresso, the ordinary maintenance.
Practice will deal with:
You will taste and judge different espressos based on different blends and prepared in different
ways. Some of the preparations are faulty so that you learn to distinguish top-quality espresso from
defective one.
You will also get IIAC learning material.

At the end of the training class you can take the final examination to get the tasting license.
It is an optional exam. It would cost: 50€ exam + 70€ IIAC membership
Course attendance: free of charge
No fee in case you attend the course and you are not interested in getting the license.

